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DEAR CUSTOMER
Hardanger Bestikk was founded in 1958 by my father Odd
Leikvoll, and his focus on the very best quality and service
to our customers has always served as a guiding principle
for myself and my employees in our work.
We have found inspiration in old craft traditions, while at the
same time focusing on being a leading and exciting provider
of gift ideas to coming generations.
Ideas are important. So are gifts. Hardanger Bestikk is
committed to providing you as a consumer with a broad
range of gift ideas in our exciting design range. Ideas for
gifts, whether you need a present for a birthday, Christmas,
a confirmation, wedding or a simple and beautiful gift to
your host at a dinner party.
Our employees are committed to making Hardanger Bestikk
a natural item on any gift table, and our contribution to this
is to pass on gift ideas and visions that we have developed
since 1958 – so that you as a consumer are guaranteed top
quality and service.
Best regards
General Manager – Hardanger Bestikk
Rune Leikvoll

CRAFT
Proud manufacturer of genuine Norwegian craft since 1958

FUNCTION
AND DESIGN
Design is about creating good products in which both form
and function are attended to in the best possible way. The
products are tools that are intended to meet both practical
and emotional needs.
Aesthetics is not just about the visual aspect, but the whole
sensory experience of a product. In order to achieve this,
consideration for the user must be a key element, along with
knowledge about materials and how products can be made.
Much of the inspiration comes from nature, but we also draw
inspiration from meetings with people

Jakob Heiberg is an awardwinning Danish designer.
Among other things, he has
designed Hardanger Bestikk’s
sushi set.

Per Finne is an industrial and
product designer who has won and
been nominated for design awards
both in Norway and abroad. He has
worked for Hardanger Bestikk from
his base in Voss since 2004, and has
been behind the majority of
Hardanger Bestikk’s new designs
in recent years.

CUTLERY ~TUVA

CUTLERY ~JULIE

TUVA
RANGE

Tuva is one of our best-known flatware designs. It balances modern elegance with curved
shapes. The result is timeless cutlery that sits comfortably in the hand. A perfect way of
making the most festive occasions complete.
Design: Per Finne.

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Butter knife

Salad spoon, long

Cake server

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Jam/sugar spoon

Serving spoon, long

Dinner/soup spoon

Dessert fork

Cold meat fork

Serving fork

Coffee spoon

Dessert knife

Steak knife

Serving spoon

JULIE
RANGE

Julie is a series of long, slimline and elegant flatware. The dynamic curvature means
that the flatware will sit comfortably in the hand regardless of how it is held.
Design: Per Finne.

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Café latte spoon

Salad spoon

Soup ladle

Dinner fork

Dessert knife

Cake/pie fork

Serving spoon

Sauce/gravy ladle

Dinner/soup spoon

Dessert fork

Jam/sugar spoon

Serving fork

Coffee spoon

Steak knife

Cold meat fork

Soup ladle

Sauce/gravy ladle

CUTLERY ~TINA

CUTLERY ~ZARA

TINA
RANGE

Tina has a geometric style and a more masculine feel than the other designs.
Its modern form will appeal to many.
Design: Per Finne.

Dinner knife

Coffee spoon

Serving spoon

Dinner fork

Salad spoon

Dinner/soup spoon

Serving spoon, long

ZARA
RANGE

Zara is a modern and functional flatware series with a simple and dynamic design.
Zara is tough, but also soft and sensuous. With its combination of cubist and rounded
shapes, this is a flatware series that will attract attention at any table.
Design: Per Finne.

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Steak knife

Serving spoon

Cake server

Serving fork

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Café latte spoon

Serving fork

Soup ladle

Sauce/gravy ladle

Dinner/soup spoon

Dessert knife

Cold meat fork

Serving spoon, long

Sauce/gravy ladle

Coffee spoon

Dessert fork

Jam/sugar spoon

Salad spoon

TOGETHER

CUTLERY ~HEDDA

CUTLERY ~NORA

HEDDA
RANGE

Hedda is made with a filled and ergonomically correct handle that will surprise your
guests and make them open their senses. Already a modern classic. Hollow handle.
Design: Per Finne

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Cold meat fork

Serving fork

Cheese slicer

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Jam/sugar spoon

Cake server

Fish server

Dinner/soup spoon

Dessert knife

Salad spoon

Soup ladle

Coffee spoon

Dessert fork

Serving spoon

Sauce/gravy ladle

NORA
RANGE

Nora’s design gives it a unique weight and balance. A glass-blasted surface and pure
lines give Nora a modern and exclusive design that stands out. Hollow handle.
Design: Odd Leikvoll

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Dessert fork

Serving spoon

Sauce/gravy ladle

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Cold meat fork

Serving fork

Cheese slicer

Dinner/soup spoon

Steak knife

Jam/sugar spoon

Cake server

Fish server

Coffee spoon

Dessert knife

Salad fork

Soup ladle

CUTLERY ~RAMONA

CUTLERY ~CARINA

RAMONA
RANGE

CARINA

Ramona is our best-selling series by far – and for good reason. It is a simple, yet elegant
flatware series that appeals to young and old dinner guests alike. If you are in doubt about
which series to buy, you cannot go wrong with Ramona.
Design: Odd Leikvoll

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Egg/tomato server

Steak knife

Serving spoon

Cake server

Cheese slicer

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Butter knife

Steak fork

Serving fork

Soup ladle

Fish server

Dinner/soup spoon

Dessert knife

Cold meat fork

Café latte spoon Salad spoon, long

Sauce/gravy ladle

Coffee spoon

Dessert fork

Jam/sugar spoon

Salad fork

Ice cream scoop

Serving spoon, long

RANGE

Carina is a beautiful, stylish flatware series that is equally suited to everyday use and festive
occasions. With its details in brushed steel, this cutlery not only sits comfortably in the
hand - it looks good as well.
Design: Odd Leikvoll

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Dessert fork

Jam/sugar spoon

Cake server

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Egg/tomato server

Salad fork

Soup ladle

Dinner/soup spoon

Steak knife

Butter knife

Serving spoon

Sauce/gravy ladle

Coffee spoon

Dessert knife

Cold meat fork

Serving fork

Cheese slicer

Fish server

CUTLERY ~ADMIRAL

CUTLERY ~KRISTIN

ADMIRAL
RANGE

Admiral, with its sophisticated combination of steel and 24-carat gold, is a series
characterised by harmony between the simple and the exclusive. Despite its gold
decor, it can be washed in a dishwasher just like our other flatware.
Design: Odd Leikvoll.

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Butter knife

Serving spoon

Sauce/gravy ladle

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Cold meat fork

Serving fork

Dinner/soup spoon

Dessert knife

Jam/sugar spoon

Cake server

Coffee spoon

Dessert fork

Salad fork

Soup ladle

KRISTIN
RANGE

Kristin is an example of the Hardanger region’s long-standing woodcarving tradition.
This design is inspired by Norwegian woodcarvings, and it is our only steel flatware
series with an open-worked pattern.
Design: Odd Leikvoll

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Jam/sugar spoon

Cake server

Cheese slicer

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Salad fork

Soup ladle

Fish server

Dinner/soup spoon

Dessert fork

Serving spoon

Sauce/gravy ladle

Coffee spoon

Cold meat fork

Serving fork

Cheese slicer

Fish server

MERRY

CUTLERY ~IDA

CUTLERY ~SILJE

FJORD
RANGE

With its rounded shapes, it represents a welcome organic element on the
dinner table, and its weight means that it sits comfortably in the hand.
Design: Odd Leikvoll.

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Salad fork

Soup ladle

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Serving spoon

Dinner/soup spoon

Dessert fork

Serving fork

Coffee spoon

Dessert knife

Cake server

SILJE
RANGE

Silje is a stylistically pure, angular flatware series whose shape serves to underline
the transition from shiny to matte surfaces. This combination brings harmony and
character to any table.
Design: Odd Leikvoll.

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Jam/sugar spoon

Cake server

Sauce/gravy ladle

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Salad fork

Soup ladle

Fish knife

Dinner/soup spoon

Steak knife

Serving spoon

Sauce/gravy ladle

Cheese slicer

Coffee spoon

Cold meat fork

Serving fork

Cheese slicer

Fish server

BESTIKK ~ ANITA

CUTLERY ~ANITA

CUTLERY ~RENESSANSE

ANITA
RANGE

Anita is inspired by the Art Nouveau movement that arose in the late 19th century.
The elegant shapes, the broken lines and the combination of matte and shiny steel
make this flatware series an artistic delight.
Design: Odd Leikvoll.

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Salad fork

Soup ladle

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Serving spoon

Dinner/soup spoon

Cold meat fork

Serving fork

Coffee spoon

Jam/sugar spoon

Cake server

RENESSANSE
RANGE

Renaissance (Renessanse in Norwegian) means rebirth, and this style has roots
dating back to 15th-century Europe. This flatware series is the Renaissance style
reborn, and now it is your turn to re-discover this masterpiece of cutlery design.
Design: Haakon Amundsen and Odd Leikvoll.

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Cold meat fork

Serving fork

Cheese slicer

Sauce/gravy ladle

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Jam/sugar spoon

Cake server

Fish server

Cheese slicer

Dinner/soup spoon

Dessert knife

Salad fork

Soup ladle

Fish server

Coffee spoon

Dessert fork

Serving spoon

Sauce/gravy ladle

SURPRISE

CUTLERY ~NINA

CUTLERY ~FRIDA

NINA
RANGE

Nina is an example of how a classic can become a timeless success, and its design
elements from Norwegian nature and its balanced form make it easy to understand why.
Design: Odd Leikvoll.

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Jam/sugar spoon

Cake server

Fish server

FRIDA
RANGE

Frida is the flatware series that unites the simple and the romantic, the exciting and the
safe, and the traditional and the innovative. It is suitable for any occasion, and wins new
fans all the time.
Design: Odd Leikvoll

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Salad fork

Sauce/gravy ladle

Cake/pie fork

Serving spoon

Cheese slicer

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Salad fork

Soup ladle

Dinner fork

Dinner/soup spoon

Steak knife

Serving spoon

Sauce/gravy ladle

Dinner/soup spoon

Cold meat fork

Serving fork

Cheese slicer

Coffee spoon

Jam/sugar spoon

Cake server

Coffee spoon

Cold meat fork

Serving fork

CUTLERY ~MIRA

CUTLERY ~LUNCH

MIRA
RANGE

Mira has an exciting and modern form that, together with the traditional fan shape
of the handle, creates visual interest and a wish to try something different.
Design: Odd Leikvoll.

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Cake server

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Sauce/gravy ladle

Dinner/soup spoon

Salad fork

Coffee spoon

Serving spoon

LUNCH
RANGE

Lunch is a flatware series with a classic design. Pure lines in combination with a few well
chosen moulded curves make Lunch a good and versatile series of flatware for everyday
use as well as for festive occasions.
Design: Odd Leikvoll.

Dinner knife

Tea/dessert spoon

Serving fork

Dinner fork

Cake/pie fork

Cake server

Dinner/soup spoon

Salad fork

Sauce/gravy ladle

Coffee spoon

Serving spoon

HARDANGER
TABLE TOP
Hardanger Bestikk’s flatware is based on long-standing traditions.
Tradition is not a static phenomenon, but something that is
constantly changing. The Hardanger Table Top series builds on
these traditions – but with a modern style.
The series consists of various gift products that are independent
of Hardanger Bestikk’s flatware series, but that nonetheless share
part of their identity.

HARDANGER - TABLE TOP

HARDANGER - TABLE TOP

SAUSAGE SET

FISH
RANGE:

The fish set has been designed with clear references to traditional cutlery, with a sturdy
handle and simple style. The knife has an extra broad blade to make it easier to handle fish.
Design: Per Finne
Dinner knife

Dinner/soup spoon

Butter ladle

Dinner fork

Serving spoon

Soup ladle

Fish server

The sausage set takes traditional sausage tongs one step further in terms of stylishness. It can
be used to remove sausages from the pot or to serve sausages at the table. The tongs are also
designed to open the roll before placing the sausage inside it. The onion spoons have an oblong
shape that makes it easier to distribute the onion evenly in a roll or a flat potato cake.

TACO SET
Taco has almost become a Norwegian national dish.
The greatest challenge when eating taco is that the
taco shell tends to fall over and the contents spill out.
A stand that supports the taco shell solves this
problem. There are also pronged tongs you can use to
help yourself to salad, onion, cheese and jalapeños,
and spoons that are long enough to spoon taco sauce
directly from the jar or that can be used in bowls of
sauce, sour cream, chopped onion etc.

SUSHI SET
FISH SET
Also available as a set for four persons.
Contains four knives, four forks, a fish
server, serving spoon and a butter ladle.

The chopsticks are made from stainless steel with
nylon tips. The chopstick rest can be used to turn the
chopsticks into a pair of eating tongs for people who
are not comfortable handling the chopsticks.

TINGLE

HARDANGER - TABLE TOP

HARDANGER - TABLE TOP

SHELLFISH SET
This lovely set comprises several practical utensils
designed to make a festive shellfish meal even better.
A strong pair of crackers makes it easy to break even
the biggest claws, and the long forks make it easy to
get the meat out of the smallest ones.The set consists
of a shellfish cracker and six shellfish forks.

EGG SET

Soft-boiled or hard-boiled? To many people, a boiled egg is the very symbol of the Sunday
breakfast and the extra time spent at the breakfast table. The set consists of two egg
cups, two egg spoons and one egg lifter.

SHELLFISH CRACKER
Practical cracker for shellfish.
Hand-wash only.

TAPAS
EGG SPOONS
Set of four egg spoons.

EGG CUPS

Set of four sporks (spoon/fork) in a stylish,
modern design.

Set of two egg cups.

OLIVE SPOONS
EGG LIFTER
Specially designed spoon for lifting eggs from the pan.

Our specially designed spoons are the perfect size,
and have holes for draining off the oil or brine.

HARDANGER - TABLE TOP

HARDANGER - TABLE TOP

CAKE SET WITH FORKS

Complete cake set with an exciting design, consisting of a cake server, a cake knife
and four forks. Give it as a wedding present, or surprise your friends with new cutlery
the next time you invite them for coffee and cakes. Hollow handle.

CAKE SET
A cake set with an exciting design, consisting of
a cake server and a cake knife. Hollow handle.

CAKE FORKS
Supplement the cake set with forks in the same
series. Set of four cake forks. Hollow handle.

CHEESE SET Be original and give a cheese set to the host when you are invited to a nice cheese and
wine evening. Special cheese cutlery makes the cheeseboard even better, and the
perforated cheese knife prevents the cheese from sticking to the knife.

FRUIT KNIVES
Fruit on the table is both healthy and decorative,
and with good and elegant fruit knives it is more
easily available to old and young alike. The notch
makes it easier to cut through the orange peel,
enabling you to peel your fruit with style and steel.

APPLE KNIVES
Set of four fruit knives.

NAPKIN RINGS

KIWI SPOONS

Elegant napkin rings make a beautifully laid
table complete. Set of four.

Set of four spoons. The spoons also have a
cutting function for cutting up the kiwi.

SHARE

HARDANGER - TABLE TOP

Our knives are made with care and attention to detail. Quality steel in combination with
a good grip and weight distribution makes these knives a dream to work with.

BREAD KNIFE
SALAD SET

Beautifully designed, elegant salad set. As good for everyday use as for festive occasions.

SALT & PEPPER
The salt and pepper set consists of two parts that can
be stacked on top of each other. The solution is simple
and practical. The large opening makes it easy to refill
them, and the filling solution means they can be kept
very small. The plastic cap provides good stability and a
natural grip when used.

CHEF’S KNIFE

COFFEE SET
Coffee spoons come in different designs and for
different types of coffee, so that you can find the
perfect coffee set for yourself or someone you want
to give it as a gift to. Set of four latte spoons.

CARVING SET
Set comprising a
carving knife and
carving fork.

HARDANGER - TABLE TOP

KNIVES

Norwegian children’s writer Anne Cath Vestly’s character
Knerten (Twigson) is well known to several generations,
from stories that children, parents and grandparents can
share.

BLÅMANN
The Blåmann series is inspired by the well-known
Norwegian cartoon ‘Nils og Blåmann’.
The series is designed by Haakon Amundsen.

SMÅTROLL
Småtroll is designer Per Finne’s first design for
Hardanger Bestikk, with simple, recognisable animal
figures as its theme.

BAMSE
The children’s cutlery series Bamse is designed by
the Finnish designer Jouko Nevalainen.

MIKKEL
The series has been designed to make it easy for small
children’s hands to grip the cutlery. Colourful tableware
made of melamine.

HARDANGER - TABLE TOP

KNERTEN

TRADITION

ROYAL PEWTER

ROYAL PEWTER

ROYAL PEWTER
Design: Haakon Amundsen og Odd Leikvoll
Launched in 1975

ROYAL PEWTER

RANGE

Royal Pewter – our first product series, packed with tradition.
Design: Haakon Amundsen and Odd Leikvoll.
Launched in 1969.

RANGE

Dinner knife

Cake/pie fork

Dessert fork

Cake server

Serving fork

Dinner fork

Cold meat fork

Butter knife

Sauce/gravy ladle

Cheese slicer

Dinner/soup spoon

Jam/sugar spoon

Cheese knife

Carving knife

Coffee spoon

Steak knife

Salad fork

Carving fork

Tea/dessert spoon

Dessert knife

Salad spoon

Serving spoon

Beer mug

Glass coasters - packet of four

Candle snuffer

Drinking horn, dragon

Beer glass

Small bowl

Schnapps cups - packet of two

Bottle opener

Wine goblet

Large bowl

Liqueur cups - packet of two

Corkscrew

Service plate

Vase

Liqueur goblets - packet of two

Letter opener

Salt bowl with spoon

Candlestick

Napkin rings - packet of four

Salt and pepper set

Egg cups - packet of two

Drinking bowl, dragon

NORWAY PEWTER
Design: Haakon Amundsen og Odd Leikvoll
Launched in 1975

YOUR HARDANGER
BESTIKK FLATWARE
Maintenance and cleaning
Hardanger Bestikk flatware is dishwasher-safe. The combination of certain types of dishwasher detergent and water types
can cause spots or stains on the cutlery. They can be easily
removed using an abrasive cleaning agent.
If such stains arise, we recommend that you switch to another
brand of detergent. Royal Pewter products should be cleaned
by hand and polished occasionally. Royal Pewter products
whose surface has become dull as a result of being washed
in a dishwasher, can be carefully polished with very fine steel
wool and soapy water. They will be as good as new.
Skalldyrknekker bør også rengjøres for hånd.

Supplement guarantee
Hardanger Bestikk’s supplement guarantee means security for
your as a customer. We guarantee that we can supply knife,
spoon and fork in your cutlery series for ten years after a series
has gone out of production. This guarantee does not apply to
Hardanger Table Top.
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